EDCA LIMITATION WITH HIGH TRAFFIC REAL TIME APPLICATIONS
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ABSTRACT

The simplicity of expanding and maintenance wireless network helped to use it widely in the public locations such as parks, airports and bus stations. Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) and Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) protocols are used with WLANs. DCF protocol sends its data without any priority between different data types, and does not give any advantage of real time application such as voice over internet protocol (VOIP) or video conference. However EDCA protocol divides data to different class’s voice, video, best effort and background. Each class has its own priority and parameters. The default values of EDCA protocol give voice traffic the highest priority. Quality of Service (QOS) parameters such as end to end delay, packet loss and jitter values determine if the protocol support QOS or otherwise. This paper evaluates the performance of DCF protocol and EDCA protocol by using OPNET simulation and shows the differences between them, depending on QOS parameter values. The result of simulation shows the limitation of EDCA protocol when increasing the number of VOIP users. Therefore the EDCA protocol tolerates specific number of real time applications with acceptable values of QOS parameters.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The wireless network was spread in the world; it is used at homes, offices and also in the public locations such as airports, restaurants and bus stations. Nowadays the increment of using smart phones that have many wireless applications increased the concern to enhance the performance of wireless networks. The real time applications such as voice over internet protocol (VOIP) and video conference consider the real challenge for WLAN, because these applications need restrict time to reach destination and specific percentage of packet loss that can tolerate it. So the WLAN must support QOS to success when using real time application [1]. This means the end to end delay must be less than 150 ms and the percentage of packet loss does not increase than 1% [2]. The prevalence of the internet in all fields of the life and low cost of it make the VOIP application more common, Figure 1 describes how VOIP applications work in different locations.

There are some differences between wired and wireless networks. The wireless networks have more overhead packet and limitation in bandwidth rather than wired networks. In addition to that the weather and the size of wall inside building also affect to the efficiency of wireless networks [3].

IEEE802.11 standard is used widely in wireless network, because it uses unlicensed channel and easy to expand and maintenance with low cost [4]. DCF protocol and EDCA protocol are used in IEEE802.11 standard, DCF deals with data as best
effort service without any priority between different types of data [5]. However EDCA protocol divides data to four access categories depending on the types of data.

In this paper, we propose the difference between the DCF and EDCA protocol as well as evaluating how the EDCA protocol supports QOS with less delay and packet loss. The limitation in the EDCA protocol when increasing the real time application users will also be determined.

2. DCF PROTOCOL

IEEE 802.11 uses DCF protocol, which depends on Carrier Sense Multiple Access Collision Avoidance mechanism CSMA/CA [6]. There are two ways to send data in DCF protocol, the first one basic way method and the second request to send (RTS) and clear to send (CTS) method.

In the basic method the station senses the medium if it is idle or not after Distributed Inter Frame Space (DIFS) time. If the medium is free, the station start sends its data and reserved the medium. In this case all stations in the network set the Network Allocation Vector (NAV), which means the medium is reserved. If another station tries to send at this time it will be deferred and takes backoff time which calculated randomly to avoid collision. When the data reach destination, it wait Short Inter Frame Space (SIFS) and sends the acknowledge (Ack) to the sender [7]. Figure 2 illustrates how basic method in DCF protocol works.

![Figure 2: Basic method of DCF.](image)

The RTC/CTS method is used with DCF protocol to avoid collision and solve the hidden node problem. This problem happens when a network has more than one access point and there are interferences between the ranges of the access points. The basic method of DCF does not solve this problem because all stations unable to hear each others in different access point ranges, but when using RTS/CTS method the hidden node problem will be solved [8]. With RTS/CTS method the station that requires sending data, senses the medium after DIFS time to check if it is idle or not. If it is idle it sends RTS to the destinations per requirement. Then the destination sends CTS after SIFS time when it is free, therefore by this mechanism all the stations in the network heard each other’s and avoid the hidden node problem, as it is shown in Figure 3. If the station senses the medium busy, it will take backoff time that calculates randomly depending on the contention window minimum and maximum size (CWmin,CWmax). By using Eq. 1, the backoff time can be calculated. At the first collision the integer random value selects from [0,CWmin]. If the collision happens again the CW will be duplicated until reach CWmax [9].

\[
\text{Backoff time} = \text{random()} \times \text{Slot Time} \tag{1}
\]

Where random() is integer value between [0,CW] and CW between[CWmin,CWmax].

![Figure 3: RTS/CTS method.](image)

3. EDCA PROTOCOL

EDCA protocol is used in 802.11e standard which is considered enhancement for the DCF protocol. The DCF protocol sends data without any priority, which means there is no preference for real time application than other types. Therefore, the EDCA protocol comes and divides data to different access categories (AC’s); voice, video, besteffort and background traffics. EDCA protocol gives each AC specific priority as shown in Table 1 [10]. This mechanism helps the real time application to send...
its data faster than other types. In the default EDCA priority the voice data takes the highest priority which makes it has less delay and packet loss. Figure 4 describes how EDCA protocol divides data to four classes depending on the types of the data. EDCA also gives each AC different parameters than others. The parameters are Contention Window (CW), Arbitration Inter Frame Space(AIFS) and Transmit Opportunity Length (TXOP) [11].

Table 1: Default Priorities For EDCA Protocol

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Access Category</th>
<th>Designation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>AC_BK</td>
<td>Background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>AC_BK</td>
<td>Background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>AC_BE</td>
<td>Best Effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>AC_BE</td>
<td>Best Effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>AC_VI</td>
<td>Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>AC_VI</td>
<td>Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>AC_VO</td>
<td>Voice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>AC_VO</td>
<td>Voice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CW parameter is used to calculate the backoff time by selecting the random value between [1, CW]. The first value of CW sets to CWmin for the first transmission [12]. If the collision happens again the CW will increase until reach CWmax. The difference between DCF and EDCA is CWmin and CWmax have different values for each AC in EDCA protocol, but DCF protocol has only one value of CWmin and CWmax [13].

The second parameter, AIFS is used to determine the priority of the AC’s. It is the amount of time that waits until sense the medium or start count down the backoff counter. By changing the AIFS value for each AC it will cause different priority between AC’s. Figure 5 shows how changing the values of the AIFS leads to different priorities [14]. According to figure (5) the voice takes the lowest value. That means needing less time transmit its data. The AIFS can be calculated depending on the AIFSN value which represents the number of slot time after the SIFS [15]. Eq. 2 explains how the AIFS is calculated.

\[ \text{AIFS}[AC] = \text{SIFS} + \text{AIFSN}[AC] \times \text{Slot Time} \]  

The third parameter, TXOP represents the maximum duration time to reserve the medium. The high value of the TXOP means the higher priority [9]. In general all three parameters CW, AIFS and TXOP affect to the priority for AC but the AIFS plays the important factor to determine the priority. In addition to that, when decreasing, the backoff time will decrees also.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Scenario1

In the first scenario we design wireless network using OPNET simulation. Scenario 1 has ten wireless nodes, one access point and one server. Inside the scenario we define different traffics voice, best effort and background. Afterwards applied these traffics to the nodes; node 6 and node 9 send best effort traffic, node 3 and node 4 send background traffic, the rest send the mixture of voice, best effort and background traffic. In this scenario we want to measure QOS parameters end to end delay, packet loss and jitter for both DCF protocol and EDCA protocol. Figure 6 describes the components of the first scenario.
In the first we want to measure the end to end delay for both DCF and EDCA. End to end delay counts the waste time when the sound comes out from sender until reach the receiver. The value of end to end delay must be less than 150 ms to support QOS. Figure 7 shows the difference between DCF and EDCA protocol for end to end delay when sending voice application.

According to Figure 7 the end to end delay when using DCF protocol is 0.512 second, but when using EDCA protocol it becomes 0.0608 second. Depending on these results the EDCA protocol supports QOS because the value less than 150ms.

Figure 8 presents the number of receive packets when sending 100 packets /second. From this value the packet loss can be calculated. The packet loss is caused by contentions inside the network; therefore some packets do not reach the destination. To support QOS the percentage of packet loss must not increase than 1%. According to the Figure 8 the packet loss for voice application when using the DCF protocol is 4.16%, but when with the EDCA protocol it is 0.004%. These results describe how the EDCA supports QOS because the value less that 1%.

The difference time between arriving packets is called jitter; Figure 9 shows the values of jitter when using EDCA protocol and DCF protocol. In addition to that, it describes how the jitter decreases when using EDCA protocol.

DCF protocol depends on the CSMA / CA mechanism and applying this mechanism to all types of data without any priority between different types. DCF protocol does not provide the voice application or video application any advantage to
send its data first. The best effort and background data can tolerate more delay than real time application. So with DCF protocol the end to end delay and the packet loss will increase and do not support QOS. However, EDCA protocol divides data to different AC’s depending on the types of data and gives each AC specific value of EDCA parameters to determine the priority. The voice application has the highest priority, so the voice recorded less end to end delay about 0.0608 second and less packet loss about 0.004%.

4.2 Scenario 2

In this scenario we design wireless network using EDCA protocol only. There are eleven wireless nodes, one access point and one server. As in scenario 1, we define three traffic voice, best effort and background. We also applied the applications on the nodes as in scenario 1, except adding one wireless node (node 17) with voice, best effort and background traffic. The main different between scenario 1 and scenario 2 is the scenario 2 has seven nodes use voice application but scenario 1 has six nodes. Figure 10 shows the components of scenario 2.

![Figure 10: Scenario 2 Components](image)

In scenario 2, we want to measure the QOS parameters and concern on end to end delay and packet loss. After increasing the number of nodes that use the voice application, the average of end to end delay becomes 0.5188 second and the average of packet loss is 14.62% according to Figure 11 and Figure 12.

![Figure 11: End To End Delay For Voice Application In Scenario 2](image)

![Figure 12: Traffic Received For Voice Application In Scenario 2](image)

Depending on these results, EDCA protocol has limitations when increasing the number of voice or video applications. This means when the numbers of real time application increase, the internal and external collision will rise and lead to high values of end to end delay and packet loss. So there is a limitation when used EDCA protocol with real time application because EDCA can tolerate a specific number of voice and video applications in the same network.

The default values of EDCA protocol parameters lead to increase the number of internal collisions because these values do not change depending on the situation of the network. Nowadays, researchers are trying to enhance the EDCA protocol by adjusting the contention window values depending on the number of collisions inside the networks.

5. CONCLUSION

DCF protocol sends data as a best effort service without any priority between different types of data. When using voice or video applications with
the DCF protocol, the end to end delay and packet loss will increase and therefore it will not support QOS. In contrast, when using EDCA protocol with real time application, the end to end delay, jitter and packet loss support QOS as it is shown in scenario1. It is because the EDCA protocol divides data to different classes and gives the voice the highest priority.

But the numbers of real time application users affect the QOS parameters as it is presented in scenario2. According to the results of scenario2, the end to end delay and packet loss do not support QOS. So there is a limitation in EDCA protocol caused by increasing the collision inside the network. EDCA parameters such as CW and AIFS are fixed for each access category, and trying to make these values flexible depending on the number of collisions inside network may solve this limitation.
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